Portuguese Way
Whether you want to start
from Oporto, in Portugal, or
from Tui, in Spain, you will
certainly enjoy this wonderful
route.
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1150€
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Itinerary
Day 1. Arrival to Oporto
Oporto is the second most important city in Portugal, after Lisbon. It features an impressive historic heritage,
being its most representative landmarks the Cathedral, the Church and Tower of the Clergymen, the City
Hall and the Stock Exchange Palace. Make sure you also taste some of the famous Oporto wine.
Accommodation in Oporto.

Day 2. Oporto - Vila Do Conde (33,4 km)
Breakfast in Oporto.
In this stage, you will cross Matosinhos and will have the chance to see the spectacular Church of Bom Jesus.
After this, you will keep walking, passing by Labruge, a coast town, soon before arriving at Vila Do Conde, a
town with many places worth a visit. You will cross the river Ave and see the Church of the Convent of Santa
Clara, located next to an aqueduct.
Accommodation in Vila Do Conde.

Day 3. Vila Do Conde - Esposende (28,71 Km)
Breakfast in Vila Do Conde.
You will follow the boardwalk until you get to Póvoa de Varzim, the next town, where you can visit the
Church of Nuestra Señora de Lapa and the Fortress of Nuestra Señora de la Concepción. You will continue,
passing by Apulia, and crossing the iron bridge over the river Cádavo. Finally, you will get to Esposende, a
town that features some interesting landmarks such as its church, fortress and lighthouse.
Accommodation in Esposende.

Day 4. Esposende - Viana Do Castelo (26,6 Km)
Breakfast in Esposende.
Once you have pass by the Lighthouse of Esposende, you will continue towards Marinhas. After this, you will
JDDOV@KJHMFMDWSSN@-@STQ@K/@QJ@MCVHKKƥMHRGSGDRS@FDBQNRRHMFSGD$HƤDK!QHCFDSNDMSDQSGDAD@TSHETK
town of Viana Do Castelo.
Accommodation in Viana Do Castelo.

Day 5. Viana Do Castelo - A Guarda (40 Km)
Breakfast in Viana Do Castelo.
3GHRL@XADNMDNESGDKNMFDRSRS@FDRHMSGHRQNTSD ATSHS@KRNPTHSDƦ@S +D@UHMF5H@M@#N"@RSDKN NMDNESGD
most beautiful towns in Portugal, you will continue walking next to the coast, passing by many beaches and
boardwalks. On the Way, you will be able to see some interesting landmarks such as the Fortress of Santiago
de Barra or the Windmills of Montedor. Finally, you will reach Caminha, the last town before crossing the
border between Portugal and Spain. Once you get to Caminha, you can take the ferry to A Guarda.
Accommodation in A Guarda.

Day 6. A Guarda - Viladesuso (16,2 Km)
Breakfast in A Guarda.
8NTVHKKADMNVHM&@KHBH@ @MCSGDƥQRSRS@FDNMSGHRK@MCNƤDQR@M@L@YHMFK@MCRB@ODNEFQD@SAD@TSX @R
well as many interesting historic sites such as the Fort of Santa Tecla or the Monastery of Oia. The stage
ƥMHRGDRHM5HK@CDRTRN 
Accommodation in Viladesuso.

San Francisco. Close to this, you can see the Square of the Star, the House of the
Faces, the Gardens of Castro Sampedro and the Provincial Museum.
Accommodation in Pontevedra.

Day 11. Pontevedra - Caldas de Reis (21,1 Km)
Breakfast in Pontevedra.
Apart from being the birthplace of the King Alfonso VII of León, Caldas represents
a place of relaxation, as its therapeutic thermal baths are really famous. You
can also take a stroll around the town and visit places like the church of Santa
María and the church of Santo Tomás Becket, or even the botanic garden.
Accommodation in Caldas de Reis.

Day 12. Caldas de Reis - Padrón (18,6 Km)
Breakfast in Caldas de Reis.
Padrón is well-known for being the town where the lifeless body of St. James
disembarked, in 44 AD. Amongst the places to visit, you have the church of
Santiago, the Bridge of Santiago, the Fountain of Carmen, the Convent of Carmen
and the House A Matanza (Museum House of Rosalía de Castro). From this area are
also typical the peppers of Padrón.
Accommodation in Redondela.

Day 13. Padrón - Santiago de Compostela (23,7 Km)
Breakfast in Padrón.
Ready for the last stage, you will leave Padrón heading to Santiago de Compostela.
Once in Santiago de Compostela, you will have the opportunity to see an endless
amount of landmarks. The main one is the Cathedral and the “Plaza del Obradoiro”,
but that does not mean those are the only remarkable places, as it is also
recommendable to take a stroll around the historic district, to taste the gastronomy
and to visit some other iconic buildings such as “Hostal de los Reyes Católicos”,
“Monasterio de San Martín Pinario” or “Pazo de Raxoi”.
Accommodation in Santiago de Compostela.

Day 14. Breakfast and end of services
Breakfast in Santiago de Compostela.

Includes
Luggage Transportation between stages
Travel and Cancellation Insurance
Airport Transfers (Oporto Airport - Oporto/ Santiago Hotel Santiago Airport)

Day 7. Viladesuso - Baiona (16,8 Km)

Full itinerary of the route

Breakfast in Viladesuso.
After breakfast, you will leave Viladesuso and will start walking towards Baiona. Soon before arriving at
Cape Silleiro, the Way turns right towards the Mountains of Baredo. Once in Baiona, do not miss the chance
to see its beautiful boardwalk and the old town.
Accommodation in Baiona.

Pilgrim Credentials

Day 8. Baiona - Vigo (24,9 Km)
Breakfast in Baiona.
Leaving Baiona, you will enter an area called Santa Cristina de A Ramallosa, which features many
characteristic bridges from the 15th Century, as well as the church and country house of Cadaval. After
BQNRRHMFSGD1NL@MDRPTDAQHCFDNUDQSGDQHUDQ,H¬NQ XNTVHKKBNMSHMTDXNTQ6@XSNƥM@KKX@QQHUD@S5HFN
Accommodation in Vigo.

Day 9. Vigo - Redondela (17 Km)
Breakfast in Vigo.
3GHRRSQDSBGFNDRO@Q@KKDKSNSGDBN@RS NƤDQHMFRSTMMHMFUHDVRSNSGDDRST@QX .MSGD6@X XNTVHKKAD@AKDSN
see the Cíes Islands, Morrazo Peninsula, the Bridge of Rande and also the Cove of San Simón, full of beaches
@MCHRK@MCR 3GDRS@FDƥMHRGDRHM1DCNMCDK@ 
Accommodation in Redondela.

Phone assistance on route
VAT

Additional options
Single Supplement (Hotels): 280 € / Person
Half-Board Supplement (Hotels): 195 € / Person
Extra Night in Santiago (Hotels, Single Room, BB): 75 € / Person
Extra Night in Santiago (Hotels, Double/Triple Room, BB): 50 € / Person
Upgrade to Parador in Santiago (Double/Triple room, BB): 90 € / Person
Upgrade to Parador in Santiago (Single room, BB): 130 € / Person

Day 10. Redondela - Pontevedra (18,2 Km)
Breakfast in Redondela.
.M SGHR C@X XNT VHKK @QQHUD @S SGD ƥQRS BHSX NM SGD /NQSTFTDRD 6@X HM 2O@HM  6@KJHMF @QNTMC SGD GHRSNQHB
district of Pontevedra, you can visit the Sanctuary of the Pilgrim Virgin. Going though the “porta do Camiño”,
XNTVHKKDMSDQSGD%DQQDQ¨@2PT@QD @OK@BDETKKNEA@QR@MCSDQQ@BDR VGDQDXNTB@M@KRNƥMCSGD"NMUDMSNE
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Oporto

Vila do Conde

Located in the old quarter of the
city, 5 min walking from Boavista
Roundabout and 10 min from
the Music House. Comfortable
and spacious dorms. Bedrooms
with air conditioning and nonsmoking rooms. Wi-Fi, library,
garden and laundry service.

Located in the historic centre
of Vila do Conde, with views
to the river. Bedrooms with TV
and shared bathroom. Wi-Fi and
free parking, shared kitchen and
laundry service.

Esposende

Viana do Castelo

Located in Fao, on the bank of
the river Cávado. It has 88 bunk
beds distributed in several
rooms, some of them with
private bathroom. Swimming
pool and garden.

Youth hostel recently built,
located close to the river Lima.
70 Vacancies with shared
bathroom.
Laundry
room,
private parking, elevator and
free WiFi. Bar, shared kitchen,
meeting room and pool table.

A Guarda

Viladesuso

Located next to Área Grande
Beach, in A Guarda, in front of
the boardwalk. Bedrooms with
en suite bathroom, radio and
TV, with views to the city or the
sea. 24h reception service, free
parking and free Wi-Fi.

Located in Mougas, 3 km away
from Viladesuso. 20 Vacancies,
with shared bathrooms and
showers. Living room with
microwave, individual lockers,
laundry room, place to keep the
bikes. Bar/restaurant, free WiFi, parking, terrace and views
to the sea, and green area with
barbecue.

Baiona

Vigo

Located in Baiona town centre,
the capital of the Rias Baixas.
14 bedrooms with en suite
bathroom. Heating, TV and
sound system.

In Vigo city centre, close to the
train and bus stations, and 5 min
walking from Plaza de España.
Rooms with shared bathrooms.
Library, TV room, vending
machines,
24h
reception
service and shared kitchen.
Games room, gym, free Wi-Fi
and parking.

Redondela

Pontevedra

This
accommodation
is
located in Cesantes, 3 km from
Redondela.
It has 24 beds with fresh linen,
free Wi-Fi, laundry room, dryer,
library and board games.
Massage services and beach
towels are also available.

Hostel located in Pontevedra
town centre
56 Beds with shared bathroom
and showers. Free WiFi, laundry
room, kitchen equipped with
microwave and fridge.
Library and board games
available.

Caldas de Reis

Padrón

This Hotel and Spa is located
in an historic building fully
refurbished.
It features whirlpool baths,
Jacuzzi and a swimming pool.
3GD @BBNLLNC@SHNM @KRN NƤDQR
a restaurant with stunning views
to the river.
62 Bedrooms with en suite
bathroom, heating, TV and
telephone.

This hostel is located on the
town centre of Padrón and it
ED@STQDR EQDD 6H%H  Ʀ@S RBQDDM
35  @ RD@SHMF @QD@ @MC BNƤDD
machine.
3GD QNNLR @QD ƥSSDC VHSG @
shared bathroom.
There is also a shared kitchen
and gift shop available.

Santiago de Compostela
Hostel
located
in
the
historic centre of Santiago
de Compostela, close to the
Cathedral.
Free WiFi, access to computers
and printer, 24h reception
service, vending machines.
Common area, kitchen fullyequipped, left-luggage facilities,
bike parking and laundry room.
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Terms & Conditions
Reservation and contracting of any of the trips included in this program involves the full acceptance of these general conditions.
3GDOQDRDMSFDMDQ@KBNMCHSHNMRRG@KKADFNUDQMDCAXSGDř1NX@K+DFHRK@SHUD#DBQDD-x NE-NUDLADQŚ @OOQNUHMFSGD"NCHƥDC3DWSNESGD&DMDQ@K+@VENQ
the Protection of Consumers and Users, other complementary laws (BOW 287 of 30 November 2007) and any other provisions currently in force.
The contractual relation between the Organizing Agency and the customer is subject to the present general conditions or to the particular clauses that agree in the
BNMSQ@BSNESGDBNLAHMDCSQHO@MCHMSGDK@ADKNESGDOQNCTBSSGDSQHOVGHBGCDS@HKRHSRƥM@KBNMSDMS
The customer is under obligation to check the documentation received from the Organizing Agency, and any questions concerning the booking must be consulted
before the trip begins.

Organization
3DBGMHB@K.QF@MHY@SHNMNESGDSQHORHMBKTCDCHMSGHROQNFQ@LG@RADDMB@QQHDCNTSAX &$-"( #$5( )$2" 1,( "(%' A@RDCNM""@MCDK@QH@1THYCDK
|QANK  x#BG@ 9@LNQ@ 3GHRHR@M.MKHMD3Q@UDK FDMBXOQNODQKXQDFHRSDQDC@SSGD#HQDBSNQ@SD&DMDQ@KENQ3NTQHRLHMSGD"@RSHKK@X+D®MQDFHNM VHSGKHBDMRD
"("+   3GD FDMBXHRBNUDQDCAX@BNLOTKRNQXBHUHKKH@AHKHSXHMRTQ@MBD@MCBNLOTKRNQXDMCNQRDLDMSHMSGD/TAKHB CLHMHRSQ@SHNM 3GD FDMBXHRVGNKDR@KDQ
Reservation and Management
3GDRDQUHBDRHMBKTCDC@QDSGDNMDRNƤDQDCHMD@BGB@S@KNFTDNQAQNBGTQD (MB@RDSGDQDHR@LNCHƥB@SHNMNESGDSQHOAXDHSGDQNESGDSVNO@QSRHMUNKUDC SGDRDQUHBDR
HMBKTCDC@MCMNHMBKTCDCRG@KKADMNSHƥDC (MSGDLNLDMSSGDBTRSNLDQ@BBDOSRSGDQDRDQU@SHNM GDRGDVHKKG@UDSNO@X@ŵODQRNMCDONRHS@R@CLHMHRSQ@SHNM
BG@QFD VGHBGHRMNM QDETMC@AKD .MBDSGDANNJHMFHRBNMƥQLDC SGDCDONRHSVHKKADCHRBNTMSDCNESGDƥM@KOQHBDNESGDSQHO (MB@RDSGD FDMBXHRMNS@AKDSNNƤDQ
SGDSQHOQDPTDRSDC SGDCDONRHSVHKKADQDSTQMDCSNSGDBTRSNLDQ (FSGDHMENQL@SHNM@MCSGDSQHOHSHMDQ@QXG@UDADDMRDMS SGDCDONRHSNESGDANNJHMF@MCL@M@FDLDMS
will be not refundable.
Method of Payment
3GDETKKO@XLDMSLTRSADCNMDAXSGDBKHDMSC@XRADENQDSGDSQHOADFHMR (ESGDO@XLDMSHRMNSCNMD SGD FDMBXVHKKTMCDQRS@MCSG@SSGDBKHDMSHRMNKNMFDQ
interested in the trip and he/she will not be able to receive a refund of the deposit.
0RGLƩFDWLRQRIWKH5HVHUYDWLRQ
MXJHMCNELNCHƥB@SHNMNQANNJHMFAX5H@IDR"@QLH ENQSGDU@QHNTRQD@RNMRRTBG@RNUDQANNJHMF@MCNSGDQ VHKKADMNSHƥDCSNSGDBKHDMS VGNVHKKAD@AKDSN@BBDOS
NQCDRHRS (ESGDBKHDMSCDRHRSR SGD FDMBXVHKKMNSL@JD@MXODM@KHY@SHNMATS(MB@RDSGDLNCHƥB@SHNMHRCNMDAXSGDBKHDMS 5H@IDR"@QLHQDRDQUDRSGDQHFGSSNODM@KHYD
SGDBTRSNLDQVHSGŵODQBKHDMS@MCLNCHƥB@SHNM
Cancellation by the Customer
At any time the customer will be able to desist of the services, having the right to be refunded what he/she has paid but also has to indemnify the Travel Agency unless
the cancellation was due to cases of force majeure, in accordance with the following:
@(ESGDB@MBDKK@SHNMG@OODMRADSVDDMŔC@XRADENQDSGDSQHOADFHMR SGDBKHDMSLTRSO@XSGDL@M@FDLDMSDWODMRDR
and a penalization of 5% of the trip costs.
A(EB@MBDKK@SHNMG@OODMRADSVDDMŔC@XRADENQDSGDSQHO SGDQDHR@ODM@KHY@SHNMNE
B(B@MBDKK@SHNMG@OODMRNQKDRROQDUHNTRSNSGDCDO@QSTQD SGDQDHR@ODM@KHY@SHNMNE
(ME@HKHMFSN@OOD@Q@SSGDADFHMMHMFNESGDSQHO SGDBKHDMSVHKKG@UDSNO@XNESGDANNJHMFOQHBD
(MB@RDSG@SSGD3Q@UDK FDMBXHRENQBDCSNB@MBDK@MXNEHSROQNFQ@LRENQQD@RNMRMNS@SSQHATS@AKDSNSGDBKHDMS HSVHKKBNLODMR@SDSGDBTRSNLDQVHSG@ETKKQDETMC
There will be no obligation from the Agency to compensate the client when the booking cancellation is due to reasons of force majeure, meaning such conditions
beyond those who relies abnormal and unpredictable consequences of which could not have been avoid , despite having acted with diligence.
(MB@RDSGDSQ@UDKDWDBTSHNMHRCTDSNG@UD@LHMHLTLNEO@QSHBHO@MSR SGD FDMBXVHKKAD@AKDSNB@MBDKSGDSQHOHESGDLHMHLTLMTLADQNEO@QSHBHO@MSRHRMNSQD@BGDC 
notifying it 10 days before the scheduled departure date.
Cession of the Reservation
3GDOQHMBHO@KBNMSQ@BSNQNQSGDADMDƥBH@QXHR@KKNVDCSNEQDDKXSQ@MREDQGHRGDQANNJHMFSN@MNSGDQODQRNMVGNLDDSRSGDQDPTHQDLDMSRENQHS FHUHMFVQHSSDMMNSHBD
days before the scheduled departure date. The transferor of the package and the transferee shall be jointly and severally liable to the organizer or retailer party to
the contract for payment of the balance due and for any additional costs arising from such transfer.
Documentation
KKODQRNMRDMQNKKDCHMSGDSQHO@QDQDRONMRHAKDSGDHQCNBTLDMS@SHNMHRHMNQCDQENQSGDBNTMSQXSGDX@QDUHRHSHMF# - ( O@RRONQS UHR@ GD@KSGHMRTQ@MBDşVHSGQDF@QC
SNBNMRTKS@SHNMR SGD FDMBX@BSR@RHMENQLDQ ATSHSHRSGDBTRSNLDQŗRQDRONMRHAHKHSXSNBNMƥQLSGDCNBTLDMS@SHNMSNSGDBNLODSDMS@TSGNQHSHDR (MB@RDSGDBKHDMS
V@RENQBDCSNB@MBDKNQKD@UDSGDSQHOENQK@BJNQHM@BBTQ@BXNESGDQDPTHQDCCNBTLDMS@SHNM SGD FDMBXVHKK@OOKXSGDBNMCHSHNMRRODBHƥDCHMSGDB@MBDKK@SHNMRAXSGD
customer paragraph.
Jurisdiction
%NQHMSDQOQDS@SHNM @OOKHB@SHNMNQBNLOK@HMSNESGDSDQLR ANSGSGDBKHDMS@MCSGD.QF@MHYHMF FDMBXBNMUDXDWOQDRRKXSNSGDITQHRCHBSHNMNESGD"NTQSRNE9@LNQ@ 
renouncing to any other jurisdiction.
LOPD
BBNQCHMFSNSGD.QF@MHB+@V NE/DQRNM@K#@S@/QNSDBSHNM(MENQL@SHNM SGHRDRS@AKHRGLDMSHMENQLRSG@S
  3GD ODQRNM@K C@S@ OQNUHCDC AX NTQ BKHDMSR @QD HMRDQSDC HM NTQ OQHU@SD ƥKDR QDFHRSDQDC HM SGD 2O@MHRG #@S@ /QNSDBSHNM FDMBX  ADHMF SGD FDMBX 5H@IDR "@QLH
responsible for it.
 6DFT@Q@MSDDBNMƥCDMSH@KHSXNESGDODQRNM@KC@S@QDFHRSDQDCHMNTQƥKDR
 6DG@UDSGDRDBTQHSXCNBTLDMSVGDQDHRRDSNTSSGDSDBGMHB@K@MCNQF@MHY@SHNM@KLD@RTQDRENQSGDRDBTQHSXNESGDC@S@BNMS@HMDCHMNTQƥKDR
 8NTB@MDWDQBHRDXNTQQHFGSRNE@BBDRR @LDMCLDMS B@MBDKK@SHNM@MCNOONRHSHNMNEXNTQODQRNM@KC@S@ VQHSHMFSNSGDENKKNVHMF@CCQDRR5( )$2" 1,( ""@MCDK@QH@
1THYCDK|QANK  x#BG@ 9@LNQ@ 
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